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FOREWORD

First at all, give thanks to God for helping me and give me chance to finish this project as a graduation requirement. Lots of error were found during making the project. This project will not be completed without the support of everyone.

In making this project I would like to thank the Lord Jesus who always blessed me, my parents were always support me, Juliana Margaretha who always encourage and support me, and Mr. Hironimus Leong, S. Kom, M Kom who always guide and give me an ideas.
PREFACE

This project is Grouping Website News on Similarity Link Using Pagerank Algorithm. This program used to find incoming links in every news article. In making the project report is divided into several chapters.

In chapter 1, describes the background, scope, and purpose of the making of the program. So the program that created it has certain limitations. And the program that created will hopefully be a useful

Literature study also added on chapter 2 in this report. To make this project required knowledge is based on theories that already exists. With the support of existing theories. It is hoped the project will be made in accordance with the application of existing theory.

In project, planning is also very necessary such as in chapter 3. Project always have steps. Expected with the planning. The project will have a clear stage in the manufacturing process. Estimate time of completion of the program are also desperately needed. So there is an estimate of when the project is completed.

In chapter 4, explained about the steps project. In this chapter will describe in detail about the steps program. With a detail explanation hopefully make it easier for the readers to understand the content of this project.

Testing in project is needed to ensure that the program is already running properly. This stage is very important, because it can be known whether there is still an error in the program.

At the end of the project there will be a conclusion that can be drawn from this project. Although there is the conclusion of the program does not cover possible need for further development of this project.
ABSTRACT

Abstract — Grouping Website News on Similarity link using Page-rank Algorithm is classifying data based on similarity. With this grouping, user can easily know which website that contains a lot of news from a website news.

Page-rank algorithm is an algorithm that are rarely used in data mining. Page-rank will find where the links come from. First, Page-rank algorithm will search incoming link each news article then the incoming link will stored in array. After that incoming link will be group by similarity. So, links that are already grouped will produce a recommendation.

Final results of this grouping process is a recommendation for the reader. The reader can know any links that has a high degree of similarity links which linking in on the each article link.

Keywords : Data Mining, Two-Dimensional Array, Algorithm, Page-rank.
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